
D A R K  R O A S T

COLOMBIA EL PUENTE
ETHIOPIA NANO CHALLA

Chestnut - Maple - Cream

Notes of...

MERRY AUTODRIP POUR OVER

ESPRESSO

For this coffee we have blended (1) a honey processed lot from 
the El Puente processing facility in Huila, Colombia with (2) a 
washed coffee from the from the folks at the Nano Challa Washing 
Station in Agaro, Ethiopia.

The honey lot provides sweetness, along with pleasant earthy 
qualities, which help to balance the more fruitful nature of the 
washed lot. Furthermore, a darker roast profile helps to temper the 
acidity, leaving you with full-bodied cup with familiar tasting notes. 

55 g Coffee
Medium-Coarse Grind Size
1 Liter Water at 200-205°F
Brew Time ≈ 4:15 - 4:45 min

18 g Coffee : 32-36g Yield
Fine Grind Size
Water at 200°F
Brew Time ≈ 23-25 seconds

Dark roasts tend to be less dense and extract rather quickly… we have a few tips to 
help modify your routine that will let you enjoy the approachable qualities of this coffee:

When prepared as espresso, Merry is 
pleasantly earthy and rich, with a nutty 
aroma, cream-like mouthfeel.

Easy to extract, and excellent when paired 
with milk, this coffee is great for those who 
are new to the wonderful world of espresso.

BREW UP A CUP FOR SANTA 
Along with milk and cookies, a cup of Merry will fuel Santaʼs 
all-nighter and bring him cheer!

Dose Down. Darker roasts are quite soluble, meaning they extract fairly 
easily; youʼll get a full flavored cup using less coffee.
Adjust your grind (slightly). Move your typical grind setting a notch or 
two coarser. This will help the coffee from over extracting.

20 g Coffee
Medium Grind Size
350 g Water at 200-205°F
Brew Time ≈ 2:15 - 2:45 min

MERRY is a dark roasted, approachable, and rich 
coffee that combines the sweetness of maple with a 
distinct nutty quality, reminiscent of chestnuts, and a 
full cream-like body. 



BRIGHT
ETHIOPIA NANO GENJI

KENYA KALUA AA

L I G H T  R O A S T

Cranberry - Sugar Plum - Fruit Cake

Notes of...

AUTODRIP POUR OVER

ESPRESSO

62.5 g Coffee
Medium-Coarse Grind Size
1 Liter Water at 205°F+
Brew Time ≈ 4:45 - 5:30 min

18 g Coffee : 42-45g Yield
Fine Grind Size
Water at 202°F+
Brew Time ≈ 27-30 seconds

Being that this is a lighter roast we have a few recommendations that should help 
you brew a more lively, yet well-balanced, cup:

Bright produces a dynamic espresso, 
combining delicate floral qualities with a wide 
array of stone-fruit flavors.

Best enjoyed as a standalone “shot” this 
coffee is a match for espresso enthusiasts and 
those who enjoy the “dialing in” process. 

BREW UP A CUP OF COZY
Relax to the max with a cup of Bright...cozy up by the 
fireplace with your favorite movies and loved ones.

Adjust your grind (slightly). Lighter roasts are less water soluble, 
moving your typical grind setting a notch or two finer will allow the water 
more time to extract material from the surface of the coffee particles.  
Increase the temp. Higher water temperatures help increase the rate of 
extraction for lighter roasted coffee. 

22 g Coffee
Medium Grind Size
350 g Water at 205°F+
Brew Time ≈ 2:45 - 3:15 min

For this blend we have paired two African coffees; (1) a washed 
processed Ethiopian lot from the Nano Genji Washing Station 
(located near the town of Agaro) with another (2) washed 
processed coffee from our friends at the Kalua Washing Station in 
Kenya (located in the Machakos district).

Both lots contain a wide array of delicate floral and nuanced fruit 
notes, which are further highlighted by a lighter roast profile.

BRIGHT is a lighter roasted, more modern, and 
vibrant coffee that offers a fruitful cup with floral 
aromatics and a slightly syrup-like mouthfeel.


